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Descriptive Summary

Title: Wilson, Roy and George Collection

Dates: 1947-1976

Collection Number: 42

Creator/Collector:

Extent: Papers of Wilson, Stroh and Wilson, AIA, cost estimates, correspondence and drawings of buildings

Repository: Santa Paula Historical Society
Santa Paula, California 93060

Abstract: The collection is from the firm of Roy Wilson, architect in Santa Paula

Language of Material: English

Access

none

Publication Rights

none

Preferred Citation

Wilson, Roy and George Collection. Santa Paula Historical Society

Biography/Administrative History

Roy Wilson was born in Nebraska, studied with Edwin Thorne in L. A. He was employed by the McKevett Corp. to design the Limoniera Building and the home of C. C. Teague. John Stroh joined the firm in 1948, George (son) joined firm in 1960

Scope and Content of Collection

Collection consists of Papers, cost estimates, correspondence, photos, slides, drawings and renderings
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